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BACKGROUND: 

The Clinical Engineering (CE) department of Mount Sinai Hospital in Manhattan is responsible for servicing and 

maintaining all of the clinical equipment used by the hospital. A problem developed where technicians were 

spending non-productive time locating manuals and parts for equipment repair.  Historically, the department had one 

person dedicated to locating manuals and parts. When that person left Mt. Sinai, he was never replaced, leaving the 

tasks to the individual technicians and mechanics.

The technicians and mechanics soon became frustrated because they couldn’t locate necessary parts and service 

manuals quickly. The stockroom and library were disorganized and old materials were preventing storage of new 

equipment. “We didn’t know what we had in stock and it took too long to find what we had,” one team member said. 

As a result, staff hoarded supplies and manuals at their workbenches.

The labor-management relationship at the time, February 2005, was not the best. This, however, didn’t get in the 

way of realizing there was a shared problem that needed fixing – technicians and mechanics were spending non-

productive time trying to locate parts and manuals for equipment repair.

THE GOAL:

A labor-management team was formed and launched to engage in a rapid cycle turn around project (also known 

as Breakthrough® Process methodology1) to change the situation. In order to establish a baseline to develop their 

goal, the team conducted a random sample time survey. They learned the average time to locate a manual took 

eight minutes (24 samples were taken), and it took 21 minutes to locate a part (22 samples were taken). This infor-

mation allowed the team to come up with the following Breakthrough® goal: To reduce by 50% (e.g. Library = 4 

minutes; Parts =10.5 minutes) the time it takes to locate a stocked part or service manual by end of June 05.

L-R: Manuel Jimenez, Michael Agosto, Samuel Mbasa, and Alex Vado

1 * Breakthrough Process methodology is a consulting product of Robert H. Schaffer & Associates, Stamford, CT



PROCESS:

The Breakthrough® work team consisted of the department’s director, the manager and three senior Clinical 

Engineering technicians and one Clinical Engineering mechanic. The team spent 4 hours in a launch session to 

formulate the goal and design the work plan which was implemented a week later. The time frame for completion 

was 12 weeks. 

The group had a pair of high-level sponsors to assist them if and when they ran into roadblocks – one was the 

department’s vice-president, the other the Union’s organizer assigned to the department. The team did hit some 

“bumps in the road.” For instance, they needed dumpsters to remove the old parts and manuals but weren’t getting 

timely responses to their requests. The sponsor was able to speak to his counterpart to get the needed dumpsters. 

It was also through the sponsor the team learned the appropriate types of dumpsters they would require to complete 

the job. By the project’s end, 24 dumpsters had 

been deployed to remove old and duplicate parts 

and outdated manuals. Another potential problem 

- approving overtime to work on the project - was 

handled because the department’s director was on 

the team and understood this was necessary for the 

success of the project.

The work team met weekly to check their progress in 

the work plan and added new steps where necessary. 

Some of the innovations they developed along the 

way included:

Moving materials to the front of a multi-tiered •	

storage unit (or front of shelf) for easy access

Adding a vertical file cabinet for small/thin manuals•	

Adding descriptive labels to stockroom shelves •	

and bins

Reorganizing manuals and parts by manufacturer •	

A-Z

Providing a separate section for “dated” batteries•	

Providing (software) service kits for area-specific •	

equipment

Using time saved to maintain parts system   L-R: Manuel Jimenez, Michael Agosto, Samuel Mbasa, and  •	

        Alex Vado

OUTCOMES:  

The Clinical Engineering Breakthrough™ team completed their project early – in 10 weeks rather than 12. 

They were able to reduce the time to locate a manual by 94% (from 8 minutes to 0.5 minutes)•	

Reduce the time to locate a stocked part by 90% (from 21 minutes to 2.1 minutes)•	

They found parts they didn’t know they had (e.g. Bear 1000 ventilator circuit boards & HP modules), which, had •	

they placed an order for these items, would have cost the hospital approximately $50,000

Most important to the department staff was that they were able to improve quality, enhance internal customer •	

service and patient care.
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LESSONS LEARNED/CONCLUDING COMMENTS:

The team developed a mutual respect for each other that spread through to other co-workers who were engaged to 

help the team achieve the goal. They further noted that, “Labor and Management have common goals and can work 

effectively together. Through collaboration, you learn to trust each other. The team sponsors provided guidance and 

helped eliminate the barriers to success. Meetings became more effective when they had an agenda and common 

goals,” says Steve Rivera, 1199SEIU United Workers East delegate.

L-R: Manuel Jimenez, Sam Mbasa, Elizabeth Rodriguez, and Director Izabella Gieras


